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STORING VS. SEQUESTERING CARBON

CARBON CYCLE—FOREST AREA WITH MIXED TREE AGES

Young forests 
are very effi cient 

at removing 
carbon from 

the atmosphere, 
and that effi ciency 
declines steadily 

with age.

Products made with more 
fossil fuel-based materials 

store less carbon than when 
made with wood.
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CARBON CYCLE—FOREST AREA DOMINATED BY OLD TREES

*NUMBERS ARE ORDER 
OF MAGNITUDE ONLY.

SEQUESTRATION RATE AND CARBON STORAGE OVER AGE*

Old forests store more carbon but sequester it much more slowly than younger 
managed forests. As old trees die or are lost to insects, storms, or fi re, they 

release their carbon back to the atmosphere.

Harvested 
wood from these 

forests is converted 
into wood and 

paper products.

Less wood is harvested 
from these forests to 

produce products.

Many non-wood products for 
construction take more energy 
to produce, and manufacturing 

of non-wood packaging and 
construction materials relies 
on greater use of fossil fuels.

At the end of life, products 
are typically recycled, sent to 
landfi lls, or burned. Between 
15 to 90% of the carbon in 
landfi lled wood and paper 
may be stored indefi nitely.

Wood products in landfi lls both store 
and release carbon into 

the atmosphere.
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Younger managed forests sequester carbon at 
a faster rate than older forests, despite storing 

less carbon stock.

ATMOSPHERE ATMOSPHERE

Wood products
(e.g., buildings, furniture, 
packaging) store carbon 

long term.

The fossil fuel-based component 
of products does not break down 
in landfi lls, but the carbon within 

these components was not 
removed from the atmosphere 

and thus has no positive effect in 
terms of carbon storage.

CARBON STOCK =
QUANTITY OF CARBON STORED IN FORESTS

SEQUESTRATION (FLUX) =
RATE OF REMOVAL OF

CARBON FROM THE ATMOSPHERE
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Some fossil fuels 
are needed in order 

to produce these 
products.

ATMOSPHERE ATMOSPHERE

els.

Forests of different ages play different roles in removing carbon from the atmosphere and storing it in wood. Old forests 
have accumulated more carbon than younger forests; however, young forests grow rapidly, removing much more CO2
each year from the atmosphere than an older forest covering the same area. Managing forests to avoid large emissions 
from the loss of old trees while rapidly removing CO2 from the atmosphere through young forest growth can provide both 
storage and sequestration benefi ts. In addition, managed forests produce wood products that store carbon long after the 
trees are harvested. These products provide an added benefi t when they are used in place of more energy-intensive ones 
that require more fossil fuel emissions.


